Non-invasive functional imaging of molecular and cellular processes of vision is expected to have immense impact on research and clinical diagnostics. Although suitable intrinsic optical signals (IOS) have been observed ex vivo and in immobilized animals in vivo, it was so far not possible to obtain convincing IOS of photoreceptor activity in humans in vivo. Here, we observed spatially and temporally clearly resolved changes in the optical path length of the photoreceptor outer segment as response to an optical stimulus in living human. To obtain these changes, we evaluated phase data of a parallelized and computationally aberration-corrected optical coherence tomography (OCT) system.
Non-invasive functional imaging of molecular and cellular processes of vision is expected to have immense impact on research and clinical diagnostics. Although suitable intrinsic optical signals (IOS) have been observed ex vivo and in immobilized animals
in vivo, it was so far not possible to obtain convincing IOS of photoreceptor activity in humans in vivo. Here, we observed spatially and temporally clearly resolved changes in the optical path length of the photoreceptor outer segment as response to an optical stimulus in living human. To obtain these changes, we evaluated phase data of a parallelized and computationally aberration-corrected optical coherence tomography (OCT) system.
The noninvasive detection of optical path length changes shows the neuronal photoreceptor activity of single cones in living human retina, and, more importantly, it provides a new diagnostic option in ophthalmology and neurology and could give new insights into visual phototransduction in humans.
Spatially resolved optical detection of retinal function in living humans promises new diagnostic possibilities and new insights into in vivo phototransduction. Vision starts with the photoabsorption by the "visual purple" rhodopsin or an equivalent photopsin in retinal photoreceptors, which triggers an amplifying biochemical chain reaction finally leading to hyperpolarization of the cell and signaling to the brain -a process known as visual phototransduction. In addition to initial bleaching of rhodopsin itself, several optical changes arise during this vision process (e.g., 1, 2 ) and in the past decades, this led scientists to investigate intrinsic optical physiological responses to retinal photostimulation ex vivo and in animals in vivo by various optical techniques, e.g., microscopes, fundus cameras, and laser scanning ophthalmoscopes (reviewed in 3 ). In fact, different fast intrinsic optical signals after light stimulus were reported, visible as changes in light scattering, absorption, or birefringence, with time constants from milliseconds to seconds. The best in vivo results have been weak signals, obtained by merely looking at the backscattering intensity. In humans, however, these signals were disturbed by rapid eye motion 3-8 and could therefore not be reliably detected.
Principally, optical coherence tomography (OCT 9 ) offers unique advantages for the observation of intrinsic optical signals, as it provides three-dimensional infrared imaging of backscattered light, and thereby achieves precise signal localization and minimizes additional undesired photostimulation. Almost ten years ago weak changes in backscattering intensity after retinal stimulation were observed using OCT in vitro 10 and in animals. 11 As with other imaging tech- Light from a tunable laser source is split in two beams for reference irradiation (green) and illumination of the retina (blue). Backscattered light (red) is imaged onto an a fast CMOS camera, where it is superimposed with the reference light. A projector with an LED source is used to stimulate the retina (yellow).
niques, published studies in humans had significant problems with motion, resulting in even weaker signals, and were not able to convincingly demonstrate the measurement of intrinsic optical signals. [6] [7] [8] In addition to backscattering intensity, state-ofthe-art Fourier-domain OCT (FD-OCT) also detects phases, which are sensitive to small changes of the optical path length that the backscattered light has travelled. The optical path length of the photoreceptor outer segment is proportional to the time light requires to pass the cells, and it reflects morphology and refractive index, which principally both could be affected during phototransduction. Still, so far no study concentrated on the phase signal to observe fast intrinsic optical signals: to achieve sufficient motion stability for a detection of small phase changes in vivo, the requirements in imaging speed are enormous. Fully parallelized OCT techniques, such as holoscopy 12 and full-field swept-source OCT (FF-SS-OCT), 13, 14 can principally acquire data significantly faster. Recently, FF-SS-OCT thereby detected heartbeat induced pressure waves within retinal vessels 15 and imaged single photoreceptors by using computa- tional aberration correction. [16] [17] [18] Here, we measured changes of the optical path length ∆ within the photoreceptor outer segment after projecting a 50 ms white light pattern with a total radiant flux of 10 µW onto the retina of a healthy young adult. For this, we imaged the retina before, during, and after the stimulus using a FF-SS-OCT sys-tem ( Fig. 1 ) with up to 180 volumes/s -significantly faster than other OCT systems in research. We then reconstructed the acquired volumes, corrected them for motion, segmented the inner segment/outer segment layer, and flattened it. Figure 2a shows a resulting imaged volume from the periphery at about 11°. After correcting the data numerically for ocular aberrations, cone photoreceptors in the en face images (Fig 2b) become clearly visible. When evaluating phase difference changes between the photoreceptor inner segment/outer segment junction and the outer segment tips (see sectional view (B-scan) in Fig. 2c ), we observed an increase of about 50 nm in the optical path length within the outer segment, 297 ms after beginning of the stimulus (Fig. 2d) . The signal is clearly related to the stimulus as spatial correspondence to the projected pattern was obvious (bottom left inset of Fig. 2d ). However, since the optical path length is the product of the refractive index and the geometric length, we cannot differentiate between chemical and structural changes.
We derived the timecourse of the signals from a series of 70 consecutive volumes acquired at a rate of 180 Hz to provide a temporal resolution of 6 ms and another series acquired at 20 volumes/s for a measurement of more than 3 s, respectively; in both cases the 50 ms stimulus started at the beginning of the 10 th volume. After averaging the stimulated area ( Fig. 3e,f) , we observed the optical path length of the outer segments ∆ to decrease by 5 nm during the first 15 ms of the stimulus. However, the signal was weak and required averaging of 7 measurements to become clearly visible. After these 15 ms, the optical path length started to increase significantly, even several hundred milliseconds beyond the end of the stimulus (Fig. 3e ). After about 300 ms the signal reaches its maximum of 40 nm, then dropped for 2.5 s with almost constant rate back to the ground level (Fig. 3f) . Bleaching of rhodopsin and activation of metarhodopsin II happens in the order of a few milliseconds, 1 and the initial response might therefore be related to the direct photoactivation. In ex vivo experiments with bovine rod outer segments, rapid disc shrinkage after light exposure was in fact previously reported. 19 The following increase of the optical path length within the outer segment lasts significantly longer than the stimulus, which indicates the signal follows activation of metarhodopsin II and therefore might be related to its deactivation, follows the activation of transducin, or is related to other secondary processes. Non-physiologic effects, such as a thermal expansion, would cause a direct decrease once the stimulus stops 20 and can therefore be ruled out. In addition, we expect hemodynamic changes to last longer than a few 100 ms and not to be this highly localized.
Amplitude and timecourse of the signal depended on stimulus intensity, as its attenuation by OD 0.3 (factor 0.5) and OD 1.3 (factor 0.05) filters showed (Fig. 3k) . The optical path length of the outer segment rose with a rate independent of the illumination strength, however, the maximum change increased with stimulus intensity. The increase rate of most photoproducts such as transducin or phosphodiesterase is proportional to the actual stimulation strength, as suggested by kinetic evaluations; 21 consequently, the observed effect cannot be directly related to these photoproducts. This corroborates our hypothesis of a secondary more complicated effect being responsible for this signal.
Finally, we enlarged the response by using longer stimuli (Figs. 3g-j,l) . With a permanent stimulus, the increase of the optical path length of the outer segment was more than 400 nm after 3 s. Here, the optical path length increased even by more than a quarter of the detection wavelength, λ 0 /4 ≈ 210 nm, and the phase differences exceeded π and phase wrapping to −π occurred. This resulted in the visible abrupt change from +λ 0 /4 to −λ 0 /4 in Figs. 3i,j. Additionally, in Figs. 3h-j an increased signal background is visible, which is likely caused by a limited stimulus contrast.
Using such strong responses, we were able to assign the signals at the end of the series to single cone photoreceptors; however, a temporal filter needed to be applied and the phase data had to be unwrapped to improve signals first. Figure 4 maps the response on the en face intensity image. One can see, that although most cones reacted to the stimulus, some exhibited only a small or no response. Imaging was sufficiently reproducible to study individual cones over time, and a measured dataset 10 minutes later showed the same cones not contributing (Fig. 4a,b) . One can also see that in some locations the phase changed abruptly within a single cone, which might indicate insufficient resolution to resolve all contributing structures. In the presented field of view we were only able to see the cones and unresolvable, smaller rods might have contributed to the observed phases. The same procedure can also be used for other, more complicated stimulus patterns and shows which photoreceptors contribute to the image seen by the test person (Fig. 4c) .
The key to our observations is certainly the analysis of the optical path length changes in the outer segments, which was achieved by the enormous measurement speed and related phase stability of FF-SS-OCT. We expect further enhancements in the registration and segmentation of the data to improve the overall signal quality as well. No principle reason exists why fast scanning OCT systems cannot obtain comparable results, assuming that sufficient phase stability is established. The OCT system used in our experiments has a comparably low axial resolution which is limited by the availability of suitable lasers; higher axial resolution would result in better separation of retinal layers, which might not only show a more precise physical origin of the signal, but would likely also enhance signal quality. Nevertheless, all results presented here were highly reproducible; measurements within a few hours gave almost identical timecourses, and only longer breaks resulted in slightly different overall amplitudes, but showed qualitatively similar behaviour.
The method presented here resolved small changes within the optical path length of the outer segment. For backscattered light contributing to an image, these changes cause a fluctuation in image intensity as the light interferes. Jonnal et al. even observed an alternating reflection signal from individual cones and suggested that this might be caused by a change in the optical path length within the outer segment. 4 Depending on resolution and imaging method, these changes might appear random and in fact previous studies reported variations in sign and magnitude of observed backscattering intensity signals. 3, 6, 8 Currently, we do not know the cause of the observed signal, and further research is required to identify the origin or show its pathology-related value in clinical trials. Nevertheless, detecting the activity of single cones could be an important tool in early diagnostics of many diseases that are known to be associated with loss of photoreceptor function, e.g., agerelated macular degeneration 22 and retinitis pigmentosa. 23 In addition, the functional loss of single neuronal photoreceptors might also be an indicator for neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson's 24 or Alzheimer's disease, e.g., the latter degenerates the retinal ganglion cells, 25 but with the proposed technique one could also investigate its effect on photoreceptor function.
Methods
Setup The setup consisted of a full-field sweptsource optical coherence tomography system (FF-SS-OCT) with an LCD based projection system to stimulate the retina (Fig. 1) . A cold mirror coupled the projection light (yellow in Fig. 1 ) into the sample illumination arm of the OCT system (blue in Fig. 1 ) and an infrared long pass filter in front of the camera ensured that no visible light of the stimulation disturbed the OCT system. The FF-SS-OCT system used a tunable light source (Superlum Broadsweeper BS-840-1), which was connected via a fibre coupler to the reference and to the sample arm of the interferometer. The reference arm illuminated the camera (Photron FastCAM SA-Z) with a parallel beam through a beam splitter (green in Fig. 1 ), whereas the sample arm illuminated an area of about 3.6 × 1.5 mm on the retina through a suitable lens system (blue in Fig. 1 ). The total radiant flux on the retina from the sample illumination was about 5 mW. The light backscattered by the retina was imaged onto the camera (red in Fig. 1) where it was superimposed with the reference light. An iris controlled the aperture of the retinal imaging to ensure correct sampling of all lateral frequencies by the camera.
A single volume was acquired by obtaining multiple images while tuning the wavelength of the laser. In general, the laser was tuned from 867 to 816 nm, which results in an axial resolution (full width at half maximum) of 8.5 µm in air, when considering its rectangular spectrum. During the wavelength scan the camera acquired 380 or 512 images, 640 × 368 pixels each, with 75,000 or 60,000 frames per second, respectively. Depending on the imaging requirements, acquisition speed thereby corresponded to 48.8 MHz Ascan-rate or 29.0 MHz A-scan rate, the maximum volume rates were 180 Hz or 120 Hz, respectively.
To project the image onto the retina, an LED LCD projector was modified with an external microprocessor board (Arduino UNO), which controlled the LED and synchronized the stimulus with the OCT sys-tem, i.e., it triggered the camera and the tunable laser source. The LCD was imaged via a set of lenses into the conjugate plane of the retina in the sample illumination arm. Spectrum and timecourse of the white light retina illumination light were checked carefully and can be found in Fig. 5 .
Additionally, a passive fixation target and a mesh plastic face mask were used for optimal imaging. While the fixation target was illuminated with a green LED to make it visible for the volunteer, care was taken that no green light of the fixation target was visible in the area measured by OCT and illuminated by the projector. The mask was custom fit to the volunteer, ensured a steady and repeatable position of his head, and made imaged areas highly reproducible.
Measurement
The area that can be read out is limited by the lateral resolution and by the required camera frame rate. Additionally, blood vessels shadow the outer segment. Therefore, we chose a part of the retina with few blood vessels, and where cones could be resolved after aberration correction. Before the first measurement, the volunteer's pupil was medically dilated and the volunteer was kept in the dark for about 20 minutes, which ensured a reproducible starting point for all measurements, although measurements with normal light adaption (not presented here) gave comparable results. Additionally, sufficient time of at least 5 min in between single measurements ensured that results were not influenced by previous stimulations.
All investigations were done with healthy volunteers; written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Compliance with the maximal permissible exposure (MPE) of the retina and all relevant safety rules was confirmed by the responsible safety officer. The study was approved by the ethical board of the University of Lübeck (ethical approval "EthikKommission Lübeck 16-080").
Pre-processing After acquiring the raw images of the camera and before evaluating the actual phases, the acquired data was pre-processed: First, the volumetric OCT data for each volume within a time series was reconstructed. To reduce fixed artifacts within the image, the sum of all datasets was computed and then subtracted from all volumes within the dataset, which effectively removed fixed pattern noise as only the retina changes due to eye motion in between volumes. Afterwards, a Fourier transform along the time axis for each pixel of the camera reconstructed the depth information, i.e., intensity and phase of the volume. Lateral frequency filtering removed noise from outside the aperture and slightly improved signal-tonoise ratio.
Second, the images were corrected for dispersion mismatch in reference and sample arm, as well as intra and inter volume motion. For this, an optimization algorithm 18, 26 removed the influence of dispersion and axial motion in order to obtain sharp OCT volumes. All volumes within a series were then shifted in all three dimensions to maximize their correlation and remove inter volume displacements.
In the next step the inner segment/outer segment junction (IS/OS) of the reconstructed series was segmented independently for each volume. We shifted all A-scans within each volume axially by using the Fourier shift theorem such that the IS/OS appeared to be in a single depth. This ensured reproducible starting conditions for the following step and the final phase evaluation.
Finally, the volume was corrected for ocular aberrations in the segmented layer. The aberration correction of the IS/OS layer made single cone photoreceptors resolvable 17 and was done by an optimization procedure. 16, 18 The algorithm varied Zernike polynomials, which parameterized the aberrations, until an image quality metric (Shannon's entropy 27 ) was optimal. As aberrations varied laterally, the image field was separated into different areas, which were corrected independently and later stitched back together. Although this step improved resolution to resolve individual cones, it was not required to actually observe the changes in the optical path length within the outer segment.
Calculation of the optical path length changes from the measured phases The detected phases in FD-OCT do not carry information on absolute position and to obtain changes, they need to be referenced to phases in other layers and at other times. To cancel this arbitrary phase offset in each pixel the reconstructed volumes f xyzt were first referenced to the last complete volume f xyzt 0 before the stimulus began
, where x, y, and z denote the spatial indices of the volume, and t is the volume number and corresponds to the recording time. The signal was then averaged over the three layers next to the boundaries of the outer segment by computing the mean of the complex numbers, i.e., the mean f (1) was computed for the boundaries of the outer segment, located at z OS,0 and 4 pixels deeper (corresponding to about 28 µm in air and 20 µm in tissue) at z OS,1 (see also Fig. 2a) . Finally, the phase difference between both boundaries of the outer segment was obtained by
The signal quality was improved by applying a lateral Gaussian filter to the complex data f (2) xyt (σ = 16 px, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 ) or a moving average filter over 15 volumes (Fig. 4) .
For strong signals, where the phase signal ∆φ xyt = arg f (2) xyt exceeded π (Fig. 4) , the phases were unwrapped temporally (Fig. 3l and Fig. 4 ). Phases were finally converted into optical thickness changes using
where λ 0 is the central wavelength of the OCT system, i.e., λ 0 ≈ 841 nm, and ∆φ = arg f (2) is the phase change.
